In this paper we present a novel processor microarchi- 
Introduction
Several studies on the limits of the instruction-level parallelism (ILP) that current superscalar organizations can attain show that it is rather limited when a realistic configuration is considered. Three of the most important bottlenecks that cause this limitation are: the serialization imposed by data dependences, the instruction window size and the fetch bandwidth. In this paper, we propose a novel microarchitecture, called Data Speculative Multithreaded Architecture (DaSM) ), that relieves the three bottlenecks mentioned above without any modification in the instruction set architecture (ordinary programs compiled for a superscalar processor implementation can run in this).
The amount of ILP that a superscalar processor can exploit is highly dependent on the size of the instruction window. Nevertheless, the approach used by current superscalar processors to build bigger instruction windows is not scalable and finds to main problems: the branch prediction accuracy and the growth in the complexity and the delay of the issue logic. Our processor implements an effective large instruction window that is made up of several non-adjacent smaller windows. Each small window is built using the conventional control speculation approach whereas the creation of a new window is based on speculating on highly predictable branches (e.g., branches that close loops). Each small window corresponds to a different thread of control of the same program. These threads, which are not necessarily independent, are created from a single sequential program completely by hardware without compiler intervention, unlike previous proposals.
In the matter of the execution ordering constraints imposed by data dependences (true dependences), a lot of data speculation techniques have recently emerged as a new family of techniques that can provide a significant boost in ILP (see [4] [5][6][ 101 among others). The proposed architecture speculates on inter-thread data dependences and the data that flows through them. That is, for each new speculative thread it predicts which register and memory dependences it has with previous threads in the control flow and which values are going to flow through such dependences. The thread is then executed obeying the predicted dependences and using the predicted values to avoid waiting for the actual data.
Finally, since the multiple threads of control are obtained by speculating on loop-closing branches, all simultaneously active threads of control share the same code (the loop body), and thus, a simple fetch engine can feed all the threads with the same fetch bandwidth as that required by a single thread.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The DaSM architecture is presented in section 2. Some performance figures of the DaSM architecture are discussed in section 3. The related work is reviewed in section 4. Finally, section 5 summarizes the main contributions of this paper. 
The data speculative multithreaded architecture
The DaSM hardware architecture (see figure 1 ) is based on a simultaneous multithreaded processor [ 141 with some extensions to create dynamically and to speculate on multiple threads of control (threads for short) obtained from a single sequential program, and to speculate on inter-thread data dependenceshalues through registers and memory. Thus, the distinguishing features of the novel architecture are the extensive use of speculation on control and data dependences, as it is reflected in its name. Both types of speculation are completely performed by the hardware without requiring any compiler support. Thus, the object code can be specified in any conventional instruction set architecture (ISA), without any additional extension. Each thread executes out-of-order.
Since all the threads share the same code, a single fetch engine can fetch the instructions of the loop just once and replicate them as many times as number of active threads. Then, each instruction is renamed using a different register map table and dispatched to the instruction queue.
The large instruction window consists of several noncontiguous small windows, each one corresponding to a different threads of control which are built at run time through control speculation. A key issue to build a large effective instruction window is to speculate only on highly predictable branches (e.g. branches that close loops) The mechanism used to dynamically extract multiple threads of control from a sequential program is largely described in [ 131.
The different threads simultaneously executed do not have to be independent, so data dependences through registers and memory can exist. The data dependences through memory are predicted by taking advantage of the highly predictability of memory addresses (see [ 5 ] ) . Predicting dependences through registers is based on the observation that the architected registers that are live at the beginning of every iteration is usually the same for a given loop. Prediction of data values is based of the observation that a significant part of executions of a static instruction produce the same value as the previous execution of the same instruction or that value plus a stride. Data dependences and data values are predicted by means of a table that is called iteration table which is indexed by the loop identifier (the target address of a backward branch).
The processor has a large file of physical registers that are shared by all the threads in the same way (as the simultaneous multithreading). Each thread has its own register map table ( h a p for short). A Rmap entry may contain a special value, NIL, that indicates that this logical register is not currently mapped to any physical register. The Rmap for the speculative threads is initialized with the same value that the non speculative one (if the register will not be used by that thread), with NIL (if the thread will perform a write before a read over that register) and a new physical register and initialized with the predicted value (if is a live-in register). When the non-speculative thread reaches the beginning of the next thread, all the non-shared registers are freed.
The processor provides support to store multiple states of memory locations by means of a special first level speculative data cache. This level consists of several private caches associated to each context, and a shared cache, which is shared by all the contexts.
Private caches are initialized with those memory values that are live and predictable, and are also used to keep all memory updates performed by speculative threads until they are committed.
Dependences among memory references with a non-zero stride are managed by t he shared cache, which undertakes the serialization of the memory accesses in the right order.
If a misspeculation occurs, all the speculative threads starting on the one that produces it are squashed.
Performance evaluation IPC TPC pred'hit ratio
In this section we present the results of a preliminary evaluation of the DaSM architecture. The objective is to demonstrate the potential of the new architecture to exploit more ILP than superscalar processors.
The DaSM architecture has been evaluated and compared to a superscalar architecture through trace-driven simulation of the SPEC95 benchmark suite. The programs have been compiled for a DEC AphaStation 600 5/266 with a 2 1164 processor with full optimization and instrumented by means of the Atom tool. A cycle-by-cycle simulation is performed in order to obtain accurate timing results. Because of the detail at which simulation is carried out the simulator is slow, so we have simulated 100 million of instructions for each benchmark after skipping the initial part that corresponds to initialization of data structures. The evaluation of the DaSM and superscalar architectures is summarized in Table 1 . The first column of this table shows the average number of committed instructions per cycle in the DaSM arclutecture. It can be seen that for the FP programs the IPC is significantly higher than for integer programs. For most of the FP programs, the DaSM architecture achieves an IPC even higher than the fetch bandwidth. This confirms the potential benefits of the fetch mechanism in terms of the reduction in fetch bandwidth requirements.
The second column shows the average number of active threads per cycle (TPC) that are correctly speculated. The average TPC for FP programs is 3, out of a maximum of 4, whereas for the integer programs it is much lower (1.4).
The third column shows the percentage of correctly speculated threads. This percentage is in general quite high, even for integer programs, which confirms that the speculation mechanism is quite accurate in identifying predictable threads (in terms o f dependences and values). The fourth column is the IPC for the conventional superscalar processor. The relatively high IPC is explained by the perfect branch prediction, ideal cache memory and the very large number of functional units.
The last column shows the ratio between the IPC of the DaSM and that of the superscalar architecture. It can be seen that the DaSM processor is in average 80% faster than the superscalar processor for FP programs and 18% faster for the integer programs. The main conclusion of these results is that the DaSM architecture implements a novel execution model that has significant potential to boost the ILP that can be exploited by dynamic techniques. Data speculation allows the processor to dynamically extract several threads of control from a single program. In addition, the reuse of code among threads allows the processor to go beyond the barrier imposed by the fetch bandwidth in conventional organizations. This preliminary evaluation also suggests that data speculation is more effective for FP programs. However, it remains to be researched which are the main reasons for the low TPC rate in integer programs and potential alternative solutions to improve it.
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Related work
There are few proposals in the literature dealing with the dynamic management of a large window that consists of several threads of control not necessary independent among them obtained from a sequential program. 
Conclusions
We have presented a novel architecture, which is called Data Speculative Architecture (DaSM). A novel feature of such architecture is its ability to dynamically extract and execute multiple threads of control from a single sequential program written in a conventional ISA and without requiring any compiler support. Multiple concurrent threads execute different iterations of the same loop. These threads are not necessarily independent (usually they are dependent) but inter-thread data dependences are resolved by speculation techniques: dependences and values that flow through them are predicted by means of a history table. In this way, loops that are not parallelizable by the compiler can be executed in parallel if data dependences and data values are correctly predicted. The second main feature of the architecture is that the additional ILP due to inter-thread parallelism hardly increases the fetch bandwidth requirements since multiple threads share the same code.
In a preliminary evaluation of the DaSM processor, a 4-context configuration has shown to provide significant benefits when compared with a superscalar processor with the same number of functional units and fetch bandwidth. It has been observed that the processor can exploit in average about 3 correct threads for FP applications and 1.4 for integer applications. It has also been shown that the DaSM processor can achieve an IPC hgher than the fetch bandwidth.
We can conclude that the combination of data speculation and multiple threads of control is a promising altemative to relieve the most critical bottlenecks of current superscalar microprocessors: data dependences, a relatively small instruction window and a limited fetch bandwidth.
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